
L’attitudine ad entrare in simbiosi con la materia. la maestria nel plasmare il marmo con la precisione e la sensibilità del sarto che esamina e modella un tessuto pregiato 
per renderlo espressione di forma e di luce senza intaccarne le naturali peculiarità ma esaltandole attrraverso la finezza della lavorazione.  Questa è la via della seta.
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Arte
art

Mosaics, inlays, carvings, the pure material, unique shapes 
inspired from nature and genius of Human
Being. Arabesques, colors, antique splendor that recapture 
life on our hands.
Historical memories rediscovered and revalued.

What we had in mind seemed utopian.
Instead, with great will-power and the innovation we have 
made it.

We have developed innovative and sophisticated techni-
ques of stone decoration,
aware of our knowledge of historical and artistic past,
but faces with the look toward a new and unmistakable 
horizon,
conscious that the art is game of the spirit.
The colors, like features, follow the changes of emotions.
And our collection aims to overestimate colors and signs,
how to interpret them is still a free choice!

Through art we express our idea of what the nature is not.
Pablo Picasso.
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Marco Polo
They are “preferred forms of the mind”, 
distilled from the synthesis of a unique 
civilization that runs in time Greece 
and Minor Asia and comes to India by 
Alexander the Great. Alexandrina Civiliza-
tion applied in the Roman Empire, which 
goes from Rome to Constantinople and 
from Constantinople to Venice.
This is Marco Polo Collection.

Queste sono le “ forme preferite di un 
pensiero “ , la sintesi di una civiltà unica 
che corre nel tempo dalla Grecia e tutta 
l’ Asia Minore fino all’ India da Alessandro 
Magno il grande . La cultura Alessandri-
na, l’Impero romano d’oriente che va da 
Roma a Costantinopoli e da Costantino-
poli a Venezia.  
Questo è Marco Polo Collection

by Diego Valerio Crestani
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reate images that produces images of luxury 
good among the most sought
 after in the world.

ade in Italy is
synonymous with excellence, 
creativity and skill. 

here does this attitude 
come from? 
From History. 

et us examine the use, for example, 
of ancient marbles which clothed 
the precious Venetian Architecture. 

lexandrina Civilization applied in the Roman Empire, which goes from Rome
to Constantinople and from Constantinople to Venice. By two thousand years,
everything revolves around the same Mediterranean Sea. 

uch of the most beautiful 
marbles come from 
Greece and Turkey. 

he project of Architecture and the skill of working (craftsmanship) define the identity of Marco Polo Collection It is the ability to work
more POLYCHROME materials, in analogy to what was done in the past in Rome by the masters Cosmatici, which in the absence of fresh
supplies of material, fragmenting the polychrome ancient marbles and them made up again in new original works, thus giving rise to the Renovatio. 

he time of the human hand
transmits the preciousness 
of the work and shines  light Architectures.  
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rom the Greek Oikos Nomos, Economy of the House,
the Byzantine passed to the Spirit’s economy as an
international and universal message. 

alazzo is the symbol of 
Italian Architecture and 
the cycles of human life.

he image as a representation of the precious light and TIMELESS. 
In the icons, the image replaced the verb and communicated to all 
knowledge, deeply affecting the Slavic-Orthodox world and the Islamic world. 

olumns are the symbol  of Icon and Architecture;
its represent the INTEGRATION BETWEEN 
ARCHITECTURE AND DECORATION.

slam artists love the depiction of 
pure colors with geometric designs net, 
with no shades and shadows. 

raw a maze of marble, a palace and a 
column, covered with colored marble and
glass, detects the primeval union between
architecture and decoration and defines
the base of all ARCHITECTURAL AND
DECORATIVE COMPOSITION. 

enice, in the eternal quest for balance, has been 
able to break up the colored marbles of the Eastern Roman Empire
 and stripped them back together in new and balanced works.

hese designs tend to make a 
“dream” and reproduces the
well-being of living in Italian Style. 

his contamination by the use of compliant materials of bare integrated 
into architecture of cities, like precious fragments, recalls the distant belonging to 
Roman Civilization in the East from Constantinople. 

he Venetian History loves the transparency of glass. 
In fact, glass is the material whose use refined always 
invokes the element “water”. 

enice introduced the frequent use of this material in his quest for the
 “PREFERRED FORMS FROM THE MIND”: a process of synthesis and purification, 
occurred over time from civilization, and not only by the Venetians.

rder today, to give to the icons easily recognizable visual 
symbols, helps us in everyday life; take for instance, in computers, 
the use of icons in the changeover from Doss, to Mac Osx.  

Simplification imposes 
order and clarity 
to communication. 
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With the aim of
BOOST AS THE BRIGHT LIGHT
OF COSMETICS BEAUTY.
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